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A gun or a missile? Europe irons out tactics for short-range air defense
Short-range air defense is starting to build up again in Europe roughly a year after the U.S. Army
Europe Command commander began beating the drum for the capability

Chemring bags MJU-66 decoy order
Chemring Countermeasures USA will manufacture MJU-66 special material decoys for the US Air
Force under a two year contract announced on 7 August.

Oman receive first batch of BAE Hawk advanced trainer jets
Aviation Analysis Wing
Oman receive first batch of BAE Hawk advanced trainer jets ... The Royal Air Force of Oman has
taken delivery of its first BAE Systems Hawk advanced

Ultra Electronics sees opportunity in geopolitical tensions
Telegraph.co.uk
Mr Sharma said he was “maybe” open to further acquisitions - potentially from troubled peer
Cobham, which has signalled it could sell off divisions as ...

NZ seeks replacement EOD robots
Shephard Media
The New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF) is seeking replacement explosive ... The latest industry
developments to keep you fully informed of everything going ... Analytical summaries of all the
industry news as reported at the various

BAE Systems profits up and MOD reveal big contract awards
EEF
BAE Systems report rising sales and profits. On Wednesday, BAE Systems reported rising sales and
profits for the first half of 2017. Revenue for the six ...

Israel girds for next round of battle in Gaza Strip
Israel has released intel to make its case for what it insists is an unwanted, yet potentially necessary
new round of combat in Gaza

Lockheed debuts next-gen missile defense radar ahead of Army competition
Lockheed Martin brought a brand-new next-generation air-and-missile defense radar to the Space
and Missile Defense Symposium

Trump Promises Strong Response to North Korea Threat (Audio)
Robert Levinson, senior defense analyst for Bloomberg BNA, discusses President Trump’s military
options in relation to the threat from North Korea. He speaks with Amy Morris and Peter Barnes
on...

UK 'gaps' Sentinel ops in Middle East

Army orders more MFoCS
Leonardo DRS has received orders to supply additional Mounted Family of Computer Systems
(MFoCS) to the US Army, the company announced on 8 August.

BAE Systems introduces iMOTR
BAE Systems has introduced a new Innovative Multiple-Object Tracking Radar (iMOTR) system
designed to provide military test ranges with more accurate time, space and position

British forces prepare for HMS Queen Elizabeth
UK Royal Navy and Royal Marine vessels and personnel are taking part in NATO Exercise Saxon
Warrior off the coast of Scotland as part of

Securing the cockpit: How the military is tackling avionics cybersecurity
The cyberthreat to systems on individual platforms, particularly weapons as well as position,

